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FOR BOA'

PLATO is a unique resource ava lable only on the U-C campus of the
HniveT5ity of Illinois. The utilization of PLATO to foster individualized
icarling by vetlrivary students and to assist the iTlstructional faculty, 1.5

a unique md stinillatinr, challenge facing the faculty of the College
innry r1dicine at Illinois.

PLATO is not a complet- teacher; in fact, PLATO is only one of severalkils oi tGa.lhing aick thdt probably should lie available in a wmplvte
Icorning and teaching situation, viz., andiovit;ual tapes, televisions, rro-
Teetion slides, line J.lustrations, teaching models and printed materials
including books. Many students and teachers will adapt enthusiastically to
PLATO whereas a few may not; so be it. In general, that method which is
irdividually most effecive for learning is the best, no matter what
nature. However, it is doubtless prophetic that John G. Rremeny, President
of Dartmouth College, stote.s iA his new book, Man ard thesCompuer, that he
expects 90%. of the future graduates of Dartmouth to be capable and accustomed
to utiiiing the computer as an all-pervasive tool for academic learning and
societal convenience in the next generation.

It appears to me that members of the faculty and student body of
th _ college would be amiss not to inform themselves regarding the Vet rinary
PLATO Program in all of its potential for learning and instruction in the veter-
inary curriculum it is quite clear that the State of Illinois can not finance
the education of all its citizens wanting to study veterinary medicine; neither
can this college supply enough graduates within the limitations of its present
or projected physical facilities to meet the public demand for veterinary
service. Somehow more effective methods of educating veterinarians at a lesser
cost in time and dollars must be found than now exists in the present pedago-
gicai system. Perhaps the Veterinary PLATO Program offers a significant
potential to the veterinary faculty for meeting this challenge, as a means for
the faculty to improve the quality of teaching, as well as to meet its pedago-
gical responsibilities to the University, the vete7inary profession and the
public.

The admiAstration of the college and of the University of Illinois have
given strong moral and financial support to PLATO, as a s stem having a
tremendous significance in the future of higher education in general and for
the health professions in particular. On the national scene, the National
Science Foundation, joined recently by the National Institutes of Health, have
extended financial support for educational research in the applied useS Of
PLATO.

1 comnend tne Veterinary PLATO Project to the faculty and studers of
the College of Veterinary Medicine and hope that all will give serious consi
ation to its merits.

L.

Col
eyer Jone
ege of Vel

Dean
-.nary Medicine
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this handbook is to providr) the faculty

of th o1loge of Veterinary cdicin. ivith information obout

the PLATO system and to provide instructions for partcipa-

ting in lesson preparation. It is not intended that faculty

memben necessarily program their own lessons; however, it is

hoped that this handbook will aid the teacher in seeing more

clearly the role of PLATO in the repertory of edu ational tools.

George M. Cr es, D.V.M. M.?S.fJiorned, Comm.
Coordinator, PLATO Projec

Cover and drawings by Lucy V. Vokac.

1
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PHILOSOPHY

The PLATO prog--m of the CVM is intended to )e a =ervice oriented

operation for the faculty and students of the college. It is inten1ed to

support their endeavor to improve the quality of veterinary education by

using computer-based iustruction and training where appropria

PLATO program should be beneficial to the f culty. shou d

reduce the amount of imper onal instruction to large groups and increase

the amount of personal individual instructiom It should -educe the amount

rep t't ous instruction and fr_e the instructor for more creative co

municationwith his students. It should reduce the amount of "paper-

ading" and mathematical manipulation of grades, and increase his knowledge

the student's profi-iency by means of better reLords and statistical

analys.- of those reco ds. It should increase the instructo '- prestige

as he uses advanced methods to communicate with his students. Furthermore,

his prestige should be further increased as PLATO spreads beyond the

university and State of Illinois. Programs that are acceptable by an

instructor's colleagues, or prepared operation with them1 v.ay be

used At other veterinary schools in the future. There is also the possibility

of increased income. CERL has re:7uested that a royalty be paid to those

who have a substantive input into the preparation of programs on PLATO.

The PLATO program should be beneficial to the students. It should

ins_ e by individualization and extensive interaction, mastery of lessons

that are programmed. The student should be able to use his ti-e more

etfici'ntl by working at his own pace, by branching over matial he



'eady knows and by ti -compression of some of the laboratory exercises.

The program should reduce erroneous learning by providing immediate feed-

back to the student. It should provide mo e realistic learning through

display of color visuals, graphics, playing of audio-recordings, problem

solving exercises, simulations and gaming.



I NDBOOK FOR VETERINARY FACULTY
USE OF THE PLATO SYSTEM

George M. Grimes, D.V,M., M.M.S.
Coordinator, PLATO Project

College of Veterinary Medicine
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

PART I

THE UNIVLRSITY OF ILLINOIS PLATO SYSTEM

Detinition:

The PLATO syst m is a computer-based system totally devoted to

education. The word "PLATO" is an acronym for Programmed Logic for

Automatic T- ching 2perations; however, this phrase does not adequately

identify nor describe the system.

Hi tory:

Although the PLATO sy _e- is a new dimension in comput r based edu-

cation, it is based on research and development. Since 1959, it has passed

through fou- stages.

PLATO I consisted of one tei al and PLATO II of two terminals-

PLATO III con isted of 75 terminals, any 20 of which could operate at any

one time. PLATO IV may consist of as many as 2000 to 4000 terminals.

Twenty of the PLATO III terminal we I cated in a classroom at CERL

(Compu e b- -d Educat on Research Laboratory). Others were located at

various sites on the UI campus at a school of nursing, at a nearby ele-

mentary school, and located at Springfield, Ill. it was necessary

that PLATO III term nals be connected to the computer center by means of

expensive coaxial (televisionj cables. PLATO IV terminals require only

4



grade communication chan els; the cfore, they may be economically

located hundreds -f miles from the computer.

PLATO III te minals used t1evision type display screens with black

and qhite images. It could display alphanumeric characeers, graphics, and

black and white line drawing pictures The major breakthrough in the

development of the PLATO IV system was the invention of th "plasma panel"

by Bitzer and Siottow 5n 1964. The plasma panel 15 a display screen on

which computer-generated characte-- are shown. It also pei. rear-view

projection of color visuals on the same screen. In addition, the PLATO IV

system also has a touch panel capability and a random access audio retrieval

unit which Can play short messages when activated by the Tuter.

Only about 3 average size les -ns could be taught on PLATO III at one

time. PLATO IV per: -s many times that number of les ens to be taught at one

tine. Even with its limitations, PLATO III _was used to t- ch more than

100,000 student-conta-t hours in a wide variety of subjects (languages,

nursing, mathematics, biology, physics, chemistry, etc.) to a wide range

of students from preschoolers to postgraduates.

PLATO IV wi h its large scale computer, extensive flexibi ity, economic

f'asibility, and capacity of wide distribution of terminals is expected to

probe new horizons in education.

9
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Figure 1. The PLATO system has many terminals communicating ith
one computer.
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Figure 2. Diagram of PLATO system hardware.
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CI of PLATO Sys

The PLATO system consists of a large scale computer, Control Data

C_ pore ion 6000 computer with auxiliary and interface equipment

conectcd to numerous PLATO terminals by means of inexpensive communication

channe 1). The computer is the information-proce- ing brain of the

system. The auxiliary equipment permits such operations as storage of lessons

on disks or tapes and printout of programs (fig. 2). Interface equipment

makes possible the use of numerous terminals on an individual basis.

The many PLALO IV terminals may be located at great distances from the

computer. They ha -e been operated on a demonstration basis from Europe, and

on a regular basis from both Coasts of the U 'ted States. Only "voice

grade" communication channels (telephone lines, satellite transrni

needed for co iunication with the computer.

Terminals located at the College of Vet- inary Medicine will be connected

to the computer by means of a private t iephone line. The speed with which

information can be transmitted over the line (milliseconds) and the relatively

slow speed of students using the terminals (seconds) pe .i_ts time for the inter-

face equipment to keep track of the terminals and students Several lessons

may be used at one time, and students may work in different parts of the same

lesson at any one time. For example, twenty students at the College of

etC

Veterinary Medicine may he w rking on four different lessons (e.g. Veterinary
=

Diagnosis Program, Pupillary Reflex Program, Veterinary Mycology, and Identi-

fication of Hormone Unknow Four of these students may be working on the

Veterinary Diagnosis Program, one on the first case, two on the second case,

and one on the third case, all in different parts of the same 1---on. At the

7
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some time,, a programmer may be wri ting a 1 esson from another PLATO IV ter-

minal exactly like the one-s the students are using.

jrials (Sten.t Cnsoles. Isas_t_LiniltaAgns):

Th-e MATO IV ter-millal (see fi-g ) consistz of a keyboard, a plasma

display panel and a sli-de se lecto-x. A random acc. _s audio unit and a touch

panel can be used opt.io_nal equirment Swdezit communicate with the

compvterbq mealls f a I4eytoald or touch panel, and the commuter communicates

with the student hy gener ling alphlanumeric chazacters or graphics on the

plasm display panel,, by aetivating the slide selector showing color pictu es ,

ot7 by activating the audio de-vice vhi ch pl ays a re cording. The keyboard has

trie same characters typewiter plus seve al other lays function- Ily

ueful or education: r4Er1, HELP, DMA LAB, BACK, etc- The student may

type lett rsi, iJnibers, t.dorols, or se te ces -.7r press vne of the specialized

keys to communicate WW1 the computer. . Most lessons are designed _for miniEnum

yp ng. }{cwever, tiiderits who are completely inept at typing soon become

accustoned to tbe icerboOrd.

The p a ina display sclreéii conSists of a grid of irje wires imbedded ifi

t1,40 plates of glasS seporated by a space containing neon gas. Fine gold

es aTe adepositecl on t he glass plates - horizontalLy on one plate and veV°

1_cally on the other rrning a grichiork of 256,000 intersections - The

camp teT can Iwxiteu in this clisplay screen by turnin on the appropriate

wires to idgh_t neon gas at any intersection. This design permits computer

generated dcharactexs and graphics to appear on the sczean. The panel is

al so tronsrarent, pervitting rear

mi crofi che Colnu generated raa

9
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eeti 5uperjrnposed The microfiche contains 256

pictures which are ari.dorn1y accessed upon command of the compute

less than 1/Z of a second

Me touch panel aLlovis a student to indicate a particular a on theare

display wi th his finger. It comsists of a grid of infrared beams with 256

irtese ons covering the screen Ithen the student's finger interrupts the

beams, -the device detects the Locatien and sends a message of the student

toucil to the conpater. It is simila-r to the 'electric eye" used for opening

doorS at seine business establishmencs.

The random access audio unit plays recorded messages of sounds upon com-

mand of the omputer,.. Me information is recorded on a disk which holds

aprcxiriiate1y 22 minutes of audio material. Messages may be from 1/3 second

to 1 inillute in length. Upon conm nd of the computer, the device retrieves

any igesage fron sound tracks on the disl iithin 1/3 second- In veterinary

meciiine, recorded heart 5 ound 5, -esFirat ory sounds, or other body sounds

can tre made Vaila1D1e to the student ori PLOD. These are randomly accessed

ancl played for the student according tci what the clinical Specialist des res

th stuclent to hear.

'the capa-biIiti. 5 of displayi g corriputer gen rated material disPlaying

color slides, playing recorded messages , and using the keyboard and touch

i)anel cn ine employed in any combination. FOT example, if the plasma panel

display5 a sl ide of t.,le heart area, computer-generated circles can indicate

yarioUs heart valve areas, words cin 's1 the student io touch the heart valve

irCa he wishes :o hear, the touch pariel can indicate the part the student

-touches arid the computer sqii 1 act ivate the audio device which plays the heart

14



sound from that are . These capabilities, plus branching techniques charac-

teristic of computer-assisted instruction, are used in a number of veterinary

1 ssans which have been programmed on PLATO=

11



Pro aaming a Le son on P

The physical components of the PLATO system, knori as "hardware,"

have been briefly described. The programs, -e physical components -f the

system which make it perform as a computer, are known as "software " The

digital computer operates at the 7105t elemenary level in bas- 2 (0 or 1,

on or off, magnetized or not magnetized, etc.). This is so etimes kno

as "machine language." Since it would be impossible, under practical con-

ditions, to program in 'machine language," other "higher" languages must

be interjected between the'prograamer and the machine. One of the "highes

computer languages is known as "TUTOR." This language, which is much,like

English, is used to program PLATO. TUTOR, as the name implies, is parti-

cularly intended for education. (Other programming languages with which

the reader may be familiar are COBOL, used in business progra ming, and

FORTRAN, used in scientific programming.)

The TUTOR la guage is writt by the "Systems Program s" of CERL.

Les on programmers use the TUTOR language in writing their own lessons.

brief description of usitg this language will be g von later.

The steps in p ogramning a lesson are as follows:

1. First, a lesson space mu_ t be re4uested and obtained from CERL.

2. This lesson space is given a file name consisting of 10 letters

or less. For example, "case," "bact," "puflex," etc.

3. Mnen an individual is programming a lesson ata terminal, he

said to be in the "author mode". When he or a student is using

a lesson, they are in "student mode". Lessons nay be programmed

or used from any PLATO tern nal.

16
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Basically, a lesson is divided into "units." A unit may be

compared with pages in a "scrambled-pag ' programmed book,

frames in a written progranured instruction text. The information

the student sees on the screen is usually only one unit. However,

another unit may be "joined" to put additional information on the

same screen.

Units contain TUTOR "statements" which each consist of a "command"

and a "tag." The command instructs the computer to perform a

specified function, e.g. WRITE commands the computer to writc on the

screen the inf6rmat odthat is to follow (in the tag). rhe tag 'ebn''

tains the information the computer has been "commanded" to perform.

For example=

Command Tag_

write What is the common name
for a canine?

The words "hhat is _he common name for a canin

student will see on the screen.

? e the

Commands are generally of two types, regular and judging.

a. "Regula commands are rather straightforward such as "WRITE

"At," "Slide," etc.

b. "Judging" commands judge the stude

"Wrong," "Concept." otc.

13
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Listed below

a lesson.

an example of how a unit may look in the program of

unit DOG
at 1012 (line 10, space 12)*
write What is the common name for a canine?
arrow 1415 (Place an arrow at line 14,

space 15 and start judging
the student's answer.)

answer Dog (a correct answer, judge OK)
at 1515 (line 15, space 15)
wr te Exce ent (the response if the answe-

is dog)
wrong Cat (a:wrong answer, judge NO)
at 1515 (line 15, space 15)**
write You should know better (the response if the answer

than that: is cat)

*NOTE: The screen consists of 32 lines and 64 spaces.
**NOTE: Although the "Wrong" answer comment is written at the same location

as the correct answer comment (1515), this creates no problem
since only one answer will occur at a time.

The regular commands in the example given above are: unit, at, and
write.

The Judging commands are: answer, and wrong.

There are more than 100 commands in the TUTOR language. 5y man -
pulating these commands, highly sophisticated_programs can be
written. .The above example is an extremely simple example to in-
dicate how programming a lesson may OCCUT.

During the programming of a lesson and after it is written it is review

and revised numerous times until it performs specifically as intended. Unlike

a book, a P.LATO program should never be said to be complete or finished.

4onths after a program is in use,

It of findings by students.

Lessons may be "printed out" for study remote from the terminal.

may be altered by its author as a re-

14



Student Use of a Lesson:

Lessons (programs ) are stored on disks or tapes. When ready for use by

a student, the lesson is transferred to the "core" of the computer. Many

o her lessons may be in core at the same time, but the computer keeps track

which lesson is in use at which terminal. There is a limit to the number

of lessons, according to their lengths, which can be in core at one time.

If there is not enough room in core when a lesson in, a notice will

appear on the screen, "No room in ecs" (ecsmextended core storage)

in a separate program, student names and the iessons they are pe -itted

to study are recorded. S Ident names that are not recorded are not permit-

ted to use the lesson without the permission of the instructor. While

the student is interacting with the lesson, this program keeps a record of

his prog Later this record provides the following info ation:

1 It indicates where the student stops. hhen the student

enters the program at a later time or date, he will start

where he left off.

2. It informs the instructor of the progress of the student.

From the record the instructor may have private discussions

h the student to help the student better understand the

subject-matter.

The record may be used for statistical evaluation of the

student's performance in the program.

With the lesson read into the core of the computer and student records

set up, the stude then permitted to study the lesson. He interacts

1 9
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with the lesson as designed by the program. It nay be a simple test;

problem solving s tuation, E. simulation of a real world activity, or a

drill and practice at some skill in which he needs to become proficient.

As indicated earlier, upon completion of the period, the student may

sign out of the lesson and return to complete it at another time. When he

completes the lesson, the message "End of Lesson" appears on the screen.

2 0
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PART

EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND INSTRUCTIONAl, IIETHODS

Educational Characteristics of PLATO:

The PLATO system has characteris_ics which make it particularly

suitable for educational purposes:

a. INDIVIDUALIZATION - A student works as an individual at the

PLATO terminal. He may work on lessons different from other

studes, or he may work in different locations in the same

lesson, and Still be recognized by the computer on an indiv'

dual basis. Some of the chara t -istics t- follow may be

considered aspects of individualization.

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION - The student and the cOmputer interact

with one another in an active learning experience for the

student. The student or the computer may ask or answe ques-

tions according to the program.

C. SELF-PACING -'The student may work as fast or a slow as his

ability and desires permit. He is limited only by the amount

of time he is permitted to use the system.

d. FEED-BACK FOR THE STUDEin - The student receiveS inmedate

knowledge of results of his answers to questions or solution

to problems.

e. FEED-BACK FOR THE INSTFUCTOR - The instructor can receive in-

fonnation on the progress of t e student from records compiled

by the system.



PERSONALIZATION - By u-ing students names and response history

in programs and by providing a large number of responses to

student questions, the system can become rather personal to

individual students.

TIME-COMPRESSION - Some programs reduce the amount of time

necessary for the student to receive an answer to his inqu ry.

For example, in the bacteriology and the mycology programs, the

a!ount of time necessary for the student to see how an organism

appears when it grows on certain media is reduced from hours

or days into seconds.

h. RAPID EDITING - When "feed-back" indicates changes should be

made in the program. the PLATO system permits rapid editing of

the program from the same terminals used 41, the students.

Revision of an answer, elled words, or grammatical errors

can be corrected in as e aS 30 Seconds. Revis ons in

teaching strategies may r quire a number of hours for repro-

gramming.

i. RECOGNITION OF ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS, WORDS, SENTENCES, OR

CONCEPTS - The recognition of single letters or numbers is

common in other computer-based systems, but longer strings Of

characters are li ited. The PLATO system not only recognizes

words and sentences entered by the student but by use of syno-

nyms, a concept written in several different ways may be recog-

nized. For example, in the "Veterinary Diagnosis Progr if

"basic complaint" is the c ncept, the student will receive the

e answer to: "What is the p blem?" "What's 'irong?" "What is

the incoming plaint?" "What is t animal's trouble?" "What

18
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is wrong with the an al?" etc.

RANDOM ACCESS DISPLAY OF COLOR VISUALS - Color transparencies

from a microfiche can be displayed on the plasma panel by rear-

view projection as established by the program. For example, a

student w king in the bacteriology program may request a gram

stain on his unknown organism. A color picture of the organism

under grain stain is then shown on the screen. In this par-

cular lesson, while the picture is still on the scr-e , the

student is requested to interpret the findings.

RADOM ACCESS PLAYnG OF AUDIO RECORDINGS - Fro- a prerecorded

disk, an audio recording may be played as established by the

program. For example, in a program "Normal and Abnormal Hear

Sounds," a heart sound may be played for the student who must

identify the sound (e.g. patent ductus arteriosus, spli fi

sound) .

BRANCHIrr' WITHIN OR BETWEEN LESSONS- - As previously indi a ed,

the basic components of a lesson are units. Either as estab-

lished by the program, or by the action of the student, the

student may be sent to, or select another unit anywhere in the

lesson. For example, if a student is in a unit which asks a

question, the student enters an answer. If his answer is c

he m _y go tc the next unit for another question, or he may skip_ _

several un ts to a more advanced question. If he gets the answer

wrong, he may be sent to an entirely different unit that tells

him he is wrong and gives him corrective information. Before

student answers the ques ion, he may press the key -HELP-

23
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and be branched to a'"help" unit which gives him additi nal

information on the question.

Branching between lessons is also possible on ths PLATO

system. If a student is working in the "Veterinary Diagnosis

Program" and needs to go to the "Veterinary Mycology" program

to identify a fungus, then return to the case, this branching

Can be programmed to the lesson.

m. GRAPHIC CAPABILITY - Still moving graphics may be displayed

on the screen. A graphic display of a dog or the optic tracts

may be displayed. Moving nerve impulses along the optic tract

may be represented by lengthening dotted lines moving from the

eye to the brain. A moving graph on a scale nay be displayed

which indicates the blood glucose level as it is affected by an

injection of insulin.

n. STUDENT CHOICE - The PLATO system permits the instructor to give

the student the opportunity to choose lessons or materials

be studied, if he desires. For example, in the program "For-

mulation of a Radiographic Technique Chart," the student is

permitted to select the size of x-ray unit he wishes to gse to

make his technique chart. This allows the student to express

his own des or select the machina he expects he will be

using upon graduation.

Many of the characteristics described above are inherent in indi-

vidualization and are used in each lesson developed pr the College of

Veter -ary Medicine. All lessons pro de: individualization, active

participation, self-pacin feed-back, rapid editing, recognition of

alphanumeric chara ters, and branching within lessons.
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tructional Metho

The flexibility of the PLATO system permits numerous teaching

methods to be used. These may vary from a simple linear testing to

a complex gaming simulation of a "real world" s tuation. Wet PLATO

lessons use a combinatia_ of methods in each program. Instructional

methods possible on PLATO may be based on:

k.
,
Routing through the program, 2. The amount of repetition,

3. The modes of student interaction with the computer, 4. The am unt

of display, and 5. Type of problem solving.

1. Routing_ _through the program is the basis of two methods which

may be used: "linear" and "branching." in many programs, some of both

are used. With linear routing, the student proceeds in a "straight-line"

ner from one point to the next without opportunity to branch to other

parts of the lesson. A typical example of linear routing is a quiz in

which the student receives no help nor opportunity to change course.

PLATO helps by keeping a record of the student answers. This record can

be used to indicate to the student his weaknesses in the Subject matter,

or to the instructor the proficiency of the student in the subject matter.

Branching has been described earlier in this document. It is the most

frequently used type of routing as -he student receives help, cues, feed-

back, etc. or as he indicates that he wishes to proceed to another part

the lesson by pressing -BACK-, -DATA-, -HELP-, etc.

2. The amount of repetit on determines the amount of "d '11 and

prac ice" to be afforded by the program. The student may be 21.tj_m_Itly_

drilled in a lesson by PLATO. For example, in the prog_ m "Identifica-

tion of Normal and Abnormal Heart Sounds " the student may repeat the audio

2
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heart sounds over and over until he is able to recoçriize them. Some

lessons provide practice in application of principlEs while varying the

content of the lesson. For example, in the "Veteriiiary Diagnosis Pro

c.:ram," the s udent receives practice in diagnostic procedures as he

diagnoses a numher of different cases. Drill and p actice may also be

accomplished by repeating lessons, which the students frequently do.

3. The modes of student interaction viith the igmts indicates

three methods which may be used: "Tutorial," "rig y," and "Dialog."

These depend on whether the computer or the udent assumes the initia-

tive for guiding the learning -f the student, or whether there seans to

be a dialog between the two. Dialog or Socratic or discussion may be

considered a combination of both tutorial and inquiry.

a. mhe computer initiates the inquiry:

(1) The computer may pre ent the inquiry in several,

or a combination of several -ays:

(a) A 'tten question (e.g. What is this heart sound?)

(b) A picture with a question (e.g. Pieture of a cell

with question: Identify the golgi apparatus.)

(c) A graphic with a question (e.g. Grash of blood

glucose level with question: use tte err

indicate the change of tacod gluoose level after

the injection of epinephrine.)

(d ) An audio recording with question (e.g. Sound of

Abnormal heart condition with question: Wbat is

a disease this heart sound is associated with?)

2 6
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(2) The student may respond to the computer inqui y in

several ways:

(a) By typing a single alphanumeric character (e.g.

a, b, c, or 1, 2, 7, etc.)

(b ) By typing a number of letters, words, or numbers

(e.g. It is a patent ductus)

By typing various characters on the keyboard

(d) By filling in a char (e.g. radiographic -echnique

chart formulatio__

(e) By drawing on the screen using dots, dashes arrows,

etc. (e.g. Using arrows draw a bell-shaped curve.)

By touching a location using the touch panel

Touch the heart valve area.)

(g) By drawing a line using the touch panel, _.g. With

a picture of the abdomen of a dog on the screen,

draw a line with your finger where you wish to make

the incision.)

(h) By asking a question ("dialog" ) (e.g. Computer:

"What do you wish?" Student: "What is'the temper-

ature?" Computer: "102.50F.")

The computer may respond to the student's answer in one

or a combination of ways:

_K or NO (e.g. Student answer is right or w__

(b) With a constructed answer (e. "You are doing

great!" or "Another answer is bette
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No answer until later. In one program, no

answer is given until both diagnosis and treatment

are evaluated.)

(d) The correct answer (e.g. After several tries, the

student may be given the correct answei- )

(_ ) Help, cue, or guidance in finding the correct

answe After the student has given the wrong

name to a heart valve area, the computer may re-

spond: "This is not the aortic valve. Press

-HELP for the names and descriptions of all the

valve a_eas.)

With a picture (e.g. After the student has answered

several questions correctly, the computer may show

a picture indicating how all the parts fit together.)

(g) With an audio-recording (e.g. If a student has n-

dicated that an abnormal heart sound is normal, the

computer may play the normal for him in order for

the student to near the difference.)

(h) By a graphic design such as a circle, arrow, or

graph (e.g -f a proper area in a picture is not

selected, the computer may respond with a circle or

arrow to indicate the correct area.)

(i ) With a computer-generated question (e.g. To a quee-

n concerning diagnosis, the student may answer

"cystitis" The computer may respond, "What Xind of

cystitie?") ("dialog")

28
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b. The student assumes the thitiative in making the inquiry

(or asking questions):

(1) The student may present his questions in several

ways:

(a) By pressing a single alphan- -eric character where

a list of questions are presented. (e.g. The 'W.-

dent presses a number or letter of the inquiry he

wishes to select.) Ordinarily this is not con-

sidered,an effective method of asking a question;

however, it may be very effective where a record

is kept of the inqui- les the student selects and

is judged on his ability to select the proper

questions .

(b) By typing a question (e.g How long has the dog

been sick?)

(c) By touching the display screen (e.g- The student

may point to a place on a picture of a cell which

he desires to.see enlarged.)

The computer may respond to the student's question in

one or a combination of ways:

(a) With a constructed answer (e.g. She has been sick

for two weeks.)

(b) With a picture ( .g. An enlargment of a part of

a cell.)

With a graphic display (e g. A phonocardiogram of

a heart sojnd.)
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(d) An audio recording (e.g. A recording of the lung

sounds by stethoscope when requested by the studen

(e) A question back to the student ( .g. The student

may ask the question: "How long?" and the computer

respond: "Please be more specific" to which the

student responds: "How long has she had blood in

the u " which the computer an ers: 'About two

months. ("dialog")

(3) The student may respond to the computer's ans er in

several ways:

(a) He may collect information to make a decision (e.g.

In the "Veterinary Diagnosis P g ' the student

collects information on the cases to make a diag-

nosis and give proper treatment.)

(b) He may disregard the answer as being of no value.

(o) He may ask another question

(d) He may provide the answer to the question the

computer has asked. (See b. (2) (e) above)

(e) The student may use one of the specialized keys

branch to another part of the lesson. (e.g. The

answer may remind him to look at the patient's

records. By pressing the key -BACK- the records

are provided.)

4. A large amount of display with minimal studen- interaction may

indicate that the instructional method is a "D -onstration." The graphing

capabilities of PLATO permits the demonstration of sensory and motor

pathways of nerve impulses. Graphing or a series of pictures may animate
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ph..iqocytosis. Pictures and audio recordin may demonstrate heart valve

lCdtiOn5 and sounds therefrom.

5. The type of_ problem solv ng may indicate that the strategy is

Problem Solv_ng," "Simulation,' Q "Gainngn

a. "Problem olving" implies that a problem is presented and

the student seeks the solution. It is not neoe- a 'ly

asso(Aated with a model of a real world situation

tion). So - examples of problem solving in veterinary pro-

grams in:Jude:

(1) Identification of part- of a call i he program:

"Cytology."

(2) Solving problems using the Nernst equation in the .

prog : "Bioelectrio Properties of the Cell Membrane."

Circulation problems in the program: "Principles of

Circulation."

(4) Identification of hoLiuones based on their expected

action in a laboratory animal in the program: "Ident

f catiou of Hormone Unknowns."

b. "Simulation" implies problem solving which is a model of

a real world situatin. Some examples of simulations in

erinary progrrns include:

(1) A model of a bacter... logical laboratory in the pro

"Identification of Bacte 'ological Unknowns."

A simulated diagnostic situation in a veterinary prac-

tice in the progr "Veterinary Diagnosis Program.

(3) A simulation of a slaughterhouse meat inspection pro
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in the progri "ntemortern and Postmortem Inspection

f Food Animals."

(4) Simulated heart disease cases which the clinical

veterinarian may encounter in the progrEm, "Canine

Cardiac Conditions."

(5) A simulated poultry disease situation in which the

veterinarian diagnoses the disases in the progr

"Poultry Diseases."

A simulation of neurciogical disorrjers the clinical

veterinarian may encounter in the program, "Oeuro-

logical Exam."

(7) A simulated situ&tion in which the veterinarian pre-

pz..res a radiographic techn que chart on an x-ray

machine in the progr "Formulation of a Radiographic

Technique Chart."

A simulated mycology laboratory in the program, "Vet-

erinary Mycology Program."

A simulated examination of an animal for optic tract

lesions in the program, "The Pupillary Reflex."

c. "Gaming" implies a problem solving strategy in which rewards

and competition may tend to motivate the student. The

wards may be (simulated) dollars or percentages. The compe-

tition may be with the computer or with other students.

the program "IdentificatiOn of Bacter ological Unknowns "

the student is charged for the media he uses. He attempts

keep the costs as loi ; as ncssibl. The -omputer Leeps
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a record of his expenditures, and after the student has

iritified the unkn_. n, compares the student expend-ture

h che est ated laboratory expenditure for the same

,_ udent att- s to "beat" the computer. In

the prog-- n "Identification at Hormone Unkn_ ns, the

student is charged a percentage each time he tests his

hormone. He attempts to -dentify the hormone with the

least number of required tests, thus with the greatest

percentage of efficiency.



PART III

COLLEGE OF VETER LARY MEDICINE PLATO PROGRAM

Background:

The first two years of t__ CVM PLATO project were concerned with

probing the various capabilities of computer-based education us ng the

PLATO system. Now, by means of a grant from NIH and other support from

CERL, the College of Veterinary Medicine is able te put into practical

service that which has previously been experimental.

During the summer of 1970, the College of Veterinary Medicine began

to prepare lesson material for PLATO IV. By the fall of 1972, the tran-

sition from PLATO III to PLATO IV was in progress. By that fall, some

25 lessons, involving approximately 22 faculty members, were in various

stages of development. These lessons represented an estimated 60 to 80

hours of instruction. A catalog was published which listed the progr

their authors and other information. Some 450 student-contact hours were

taught to veterinary students, using two of the programs on PLATO-III.

In the two-year period, the various capabilities of PLATO were explored.

Several instructlonal strategies were employed (testing, inquiry, tutorial,

problem solving, simulation and gaming). The various interaction capabili-

ties of the system were employed (pictures on the screen, audio-recordings,

and touch panel). The problems of developing and prese-ting lessons using

the PLATO ---tem were exposed and methods for solving .those problems devised.

By September 11, 1972, three PLATO IV terminals were located in the

Basic Science Building of the College of Veterinary Medicine.
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Rattonalo:

luch of the subject matter in the vetrinary curriculum is p:

suited for computer-based instruction usi ' the PLATO syst-d Un

philosophical

sp

or cu tur

Ific and less

udies, many veterinary subjects

individual opinion.

-la r

hough there has been a knowledge expl s on as a result of extens _e

which has been greatly beneficial, much of the information the

protessional sturien' is expeeted to learn p_ior to graduation remains

ess ntiallv the same after many years, e.g. the names of anatomical par s,

the names and characteristics of bacteria that cause disease, the recogni-

f lung sounds, the diagnostic process, etc.

Much of veteri ary instruction requires visual representation. This is

-ularly true of histology, embryology, pathology, bacter ology, para-par

sitology, clinical pathology, cl nical mediLine, radiology, and surgery.

The color visual display c-pgbility of PLATO IV makes it ideally sui _d for

providing this facet of instruction.

One of the more dif _Lult areas of instruction in veterinary medicine

is that of teaching body sounds. The audio capability of PLATO IV should

gr atly enhance teaching heart, respiratory, and other body sounds.

Many areas of veterinary inst n require individual att ntion.

By individu I interact on provided by the PLATO system, it can be assured -

that the student has learned a part"-ula

standz ds of perfornonce.

fa- of knowledge with acceptable

Teacher efficienc y should be increased. Pilot programs have indicated

that for some lessons, the teacher can teach more material to the same
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number of students in less time.

These and other general reasons prey ously gi -n show that -he use of

PLATO at the CVM should be a desirable means of instruction.
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2ES22.1rictic/P-s:

The organization of the PLATO program for the CVM is diagrammed in

figure 4. The D an of CVM is responsible for the overall project. The

Department Heads and Subject-matter Specialists are responsible for the

subject matter content of the lessons. The Coordinator, and the Assistant

Coordinator work with the Department Heads and Subject-matter Specialists

getting the material programmed on PLATO. Student Programmers program

the subject matter1 the Biomedi al Photographer, Illustrator, Computer

Programmer, and Classroom Supervisor support the total project with their

various specialties.

The functions of individuals wo king with the CVM PLATO Project may be

divided into two groups of activities, subject-matter activities and PLATO

programming acti 'ties.

a. Subject-matter activit

Department Head

(1) Selects or concurs in work of Subj -ct-matter Specialist

(2) Concurs on subject matter to be programmed

(3) Concurs on content of subject matter

(4) Provides released time for Subject-matter Specialist

Subje atter Specialist:

(1) Provides subject matter content

(2) Works with Coordinator and Asst. Coordinator in lesson

design for PLATO

Works with Student Programmer in design and prog a -ing of

lessons
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(4) Works with programmer in revision of lesson after

student trials

(5) Works with biomedical photographe luztrator in

development of audio visuals

(6) Provides for proofing of lesson from grammatical

viewpoint (spelling etc.)

(7) Ass gns students from target population for student tria s

Student Programmer:

(1) Stucies subject matter to be progr

(2) Works with Subject-matter Specialist in preparing lesson for

programming

Programs lesson content acco ding to desires of Subject-ma

Specialist

(4) "Packages" les-Lion into useable form for student teaching

Assistant Student Programmer:

(1) Types rote subject matter into compute.

(2) Makes minor subject matter revisions with Subject-matter

Specialist

b. PLATO Programming Activities:

PLATO Project Coordinator and Assistant Coordi a o

(1) Coordinates between CERL and CVM

(2) Coordinates within CVM

Designs and manages CVM PLATO Project

Prepares CVM PLATO grant proposals

Prepares CVM PLATO budgets

Requests PLATO lesson space from CERL

Assigns lesson space within CVM

Maintains record of CVM lesson space

(7)

(8)

9



(9) Prepares cata og of CVM lessons

(10) Assists Department Head and Subject atter Specialist in

selecting subje t matter for programming

(11) Assists Subject-matter Spec.ialist in design of subject

matter for programming

(12) Assigns student programMers

13) Supervises student prograrruners and other CVM PLATO

personnel

(14) Coordinates preparation of audio visuals for PLATO microfiche

and audio unit

(15 ) Plans for student use of PLATO for teaching (Administrative

Planning)

(16) Plans evaluation for CVM PLATO

(17) Coordinates use of PLATO with external agencies for

veterinary subject matter (e.g. cont. ed., med. sch.)

Student Programmer:

) Develops computer flowchart for lesson

) Programs lesson into computer

) Obtains students from target population for trials

(4) Revises and perfects lesson with Subject-matter Specialist

(5) Provides instruction and lesson writing material for

Assistant Student Programmer

Assistant Student Programmer:

1) Learns to use PLATO system under Student Programmer

(2) Types rote material assigned bY Student Programmer

4 0
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Studies existing programs

Revises existing programs as assigned

Prepares for independent work as Student Programmer

Biomedical Photographer-Illustrator:

(1) Prepares audio visuals for PLATO microfiche and recording

disks

(2) Works with Subject-matter Specialist for development of

desired audio visuals

Works with Student Programmer in implementing audio visuals

into prog s

) Works with CERL staff in preparation of microfiche

Computer Programmer:

(1) Reviews CVM PLATO programs

techniques

Assists Student Programmers in developing efficient

techniques

Develops sophisticated programming segments for lessons

Provides liasion with CERL systems programmers

Classroom Supervisor and Monitor:

(1) Maintains CVM PLATO Classroom

(2) Works with CVM students in trial of PLATO programs

(3) Provides feed-back to programm

(4) Provides for security of terminals and equipment

(5) Assures classroom coverage during designated perio s

cient programming

4 1.
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Time Required to Produce a PLATO Program:

The time required to produce a PLATO program is highly variable.

Same programs have required months, while others have been conceived and

produced within a few.hours. The time required of the Subject-matter Special-

ist varies with the amount of input he provides for the lesson. Some of

the factors influencing the time are:

a. Scope of the lesson

b. Complexity of the lesson design

Experience of the lesson designer

Comple-7ty of programming

e. Experience of the programmer

f Amount of illustration or number of visuals required

g- Availability of information and materials (e.g. A great deal

of research for information may be required or recordings of

c7-tain body sounds may need to be obtained

Amount of graphing required

i. Amount of testing needed before use

Once one lesson has been produced, the amount of time for lessons to

follow shortens dramatically.

Developing a CVM Lesson on PLATO:

1. The instructor in veterinary medic ne courses who wishes to prepare

a lesson using the PLATO system for a part of his subject-matter has various

pe sonnel and services at his disposal.

a. The Coordinator or Assistant Coordinator can assist him in

4



preliminary preparation for t,e program, selection of

subject-matter, lesson design, coordination of illustrations and

audiovisuals, assignment of programmers, evaluation of prog

and coordination of student use.

The Student Programmer rks tho instructor in develop-

ing the lesSon for programming and then p_ograms the lesson for

the instructor. The student programmer rc-vis-s and perfects the

lesson to meet the desires of the xt Where there

is material to be.added to a program, such as additional

organisms after a basic program has beeA developed an assistant

programmer may be assigned to perform this function.

c. The Computer Prog-am er (or Senior Programme assists the

the instructor and the studrnt prograrmer in developing

complex compute- techniques which maLpthe program perform in

the manner the instructor desires and in an efficient manner

(e.g. using a minimum of computer.core space).

d. The Biomedical Photographer and Medical Illustrator assist

the instructor by preparing audiovisuals for the lesson that

meet his dc-sires. They also see that the PLATO miCrofiche

and audio disks are preparocL They work with the programmer

in implementing the audio visuals in the program.

e. The Classroom Supervisor assists the instructor by pro-

cessing CVM students through the program on atrial basis

and providing feedback to the instvetor and programmer.

At the time of instruction of a class, the classroom supervisor



plans for and implements that instruction.

Other services that may be needed in the development of

a CVM lesson are provided from PLATO funds. Expensive

items will require consideration and approval.

2. Once the instructor has decided to prepare a lesson, he needs to

maki other concurrent decisions: (The Coordinator or Assistant Coordinator

can assist him in making these decisions

a. He needs to determine how much time he can devote to devel-

oping a lesson. This influences the length and complexity of

the lesson. It is recommended that the first lesson be short

and relative y simple. The estimated minimum amount of time

for working with a programmer is approximately one hour per

week.

b. He needs to select the lesson to be prog ammed. In deciding

on the lesson, the instructor should take into consideration

the educational characteristics and instructional methods

available on PLATO (See PART II). He should.consider selecting

a problem area in which the lesson material is desirable-for

programming. Some of the factors to be considered are:

(1) The instructor's own area of competence. An area in which

the instructor is particularly qualified is more likely to

produce a better lesson with wider acceptance.

(2) Length of lesson. This depends on a number of factors

which the inst ructor must decide. Generally, greater
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learning will probably take place with shorter lessons.

Quality: Length ratio--"The higher the quality, the

longer the program may be."

Concreteness -f the information. Abstract information or

information that varies substantially from individual.to

individual is unlikely to make a desirable lesson.

(4) Ease of programming. Somewhat related to concreteness,

some material lends itself better to programming than

other material. The simpler and more generally accepted

the lesson, the easier it is to program. This does not

mean that the lesson matter is'not important. Also if

another medium can present the material More efficiently

than PLATO, that medium should be used.

(5) Availability of the material on other media. Lessons

which have been well developed on.other media which is

accessible to the student are less desirable for programming.

Cost of teaching. Some lessons may not be taught as

completely as desired by conventional methods because

of the prohibited costs of supplies or student time.

By simulating such lessons, as in the case of the bacter-

iology program, costs can be minimized.

(7) Availability of clinical material. Some clinical cases

may not occur frequently enough to give the student an

encounter with those cases. Exotic diseases destructive

diseases such as anth ax and infrequent diseases may be

4 5
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desirable for programming.

(8) Ability of the lesson to "stand alone" within the subject

matter area should be considered. Gene ally the flexi-

bility of a lesson to be taught over a greater length of

time (rather than restricted to a short time frame), the

better for programming. If a lesson must be taught on

a particular day in order to fit into the instructional

sequence, the more difficult it is to plan for all studen s

to study that lesson when there is a limited number of

terminals.

Level of competence desired in the student. If a skilled

level is desired so that the student needs to be drilled

until he is fully competent, then the "drill and practice"

capability of PLATO is most useful.

(10) Dépr ssed level of'learnlng.on the part of students. Some

lessons seem difficult for some students to grasp under

conventional methods of instruction. By programming, the

student can work at his own pace, repeating if necessary,

until he is able to grasp the material.

(11) Student interest in the subject-matter. Programming mate-

ial which has low student interest in a novel way, or

"bootlegging" it on material that has a high student inter-

est, may increase learning and student pleasure in learning.

Programming material of low student interest in the same

manner that it has been taught conventionally is unlikely

4 6
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to improve the palatability of the subject; however, by

programming such mat--ial on PLATO, -consideration can be

given to making the les on more intereSting.

3. After the instruct-- has selected a lesson.he wishes to program,

he should then attempt to determine what he wants the student to .be able

to do as a result of going through the lesson. This need not be a formal

list of instructional objectives as envisioned by Mager and others, but

an attempt should be made to avoid words that connot be measurech Usually

a general objective statement is sufficient, at least to start w- h..

An example might be "to identity a virus based on serologic dete inations."

Again, the Coordinator, Assistant Coordinator, and Programmer may be help-

ful in determining the objectives of the lesson,

4. The lesson should now be designed. Lesson designing is prOably

best accomplished by the joining efforts of the instructor and the Coordinator

or Assistant Coordinator, and the programmer. The Assistant Coordinator-

has graduate training in message design. The programmer keeps-in mind

what the instructor desires and prepares a logic diagram accordingly. .

This logic diagram or charting of the lesson is not intended.-as "Ore wash "

but has specific purposes. First it is an organization and communication

tool. The instruction is planned in an organized manner and the other-

persons concerned with the lesson can see more clearly what is intended.

It reduces loose ends in the program, it indicates all pathways available,-

it provides an overvi- of the program, and i makes programming easi

Pr marily it prevents program ng the lesson in a manner that the instruc or

does not intend. An individual b--omes more profi ient in preparing a

-on diagram from lesson to lesson.
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5. The lesson is now ready for programming. A lesson space request

form is filled out and a lesson space is'requested on the computer. (See

Annex A). The programmer then programs the lesson using the TUTOR language.

6. When the programmer feels the lesson does what is eXpected, the

instructor should review the lesson to see if it does what he expected.

Revisions are made to meet his desires.

7. Audiovisuals are prepared and/or accumulated for the lesson. A

microfiche is not made until the program is working efficiently in the

manner expected. The cost of making microfiche and the lack of flexibility

in making changes requires that microfiche be made last.

8. After the program is working and before -aking a microfiche or

audio disk, the program should be tried by students of the target population.

After each student, theprog am should be corrected based on the findings

of the student. This does not mean that the student dictates the changes,

but that errors encountered are corrected. Such errors include: misspelled

words, sentences that cannot be understood, frustration points that need

"helps" inserted, etc. Usually five students are enough for getting the

program ready for class use.

9. Upon completion of the program, revisions and preparation of the

microfiche, the program should be used for a class of students. It is

desirable to divide a class and teach one by conv ntional methods and

the other by PLATO and determine by test whether one method is superior.-

(NOTE: After the instructor has gone through the process of developing a

lesson, he will probably teach the lesson better using conventional methods.

10. When a program is in use by a class, various evaluations can be

made:

Amount of learning, pretest vs pos
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b. Amount of learning, po o groups

c. Student attitudes

d. Individual student proficiency

e. Individual student efficiency in going through the. lessen

This and other information can be collected in student data banks

instructor use in evaluating the student and his program.

Del_LtLopla a Case for the Vete:inary DiOlosis_Program:

Veterinaryclinicians who wish to develop a case for the Veterinary

Diagnosis Program should complete a PtCase Development Outline. These

forms are available by contacting the office o:7 the Coordinator. In-

structions are provided with the forms; however, personal guidance will

be provided by the Coordinator or a member of the staff.

C edit and Author otection:

All individuals who have a substantive input int- a lesson should re-

ceive credit for their effort. The amount of effort and expertise necessary

to produce a lesson is usually about equally divided between the subject-

matter Author, the Program Author, and for many programs, the Lesson Design

Author, Artist or Photographc.:.

The title page of the program bears the e of that lesson, the agency

i.e. PLATO Project, CVM, U of I), and the follo- ng:

Subject-matter contributor:
Lesson Designer:
Programmer:
Artist or Photographer:

(Name of Subject-matter Spec.
(if appropriate)

(Name of Program e )
(if appropriate)

Individuals who prepare cases for the Veterinary Diagnosis Program have

a summary page which reads:
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This case was prepared by:

(Name of Clinical Veterina an)

(Position or Title)

He has the following comments concerning the case:

"(Summary and pertinent information about the case which the-
clinician wishes to enter)"

An effort Is being made to provide.some p otection for authors similar

to, if not the same,as copyright protection for publications. The embryonic

state of computer-based education is such that protective measures are not

satisfactorily worked out.

At present the following security measures are used:

1. Each lesson is protected by a security code. Only authorized

individuals can enter the author mode of the lesson and

review its contents.

2. A statement is under consideration which it iS hoped will

give implied protection to CVM programs. This statement

should soon appear at the beginning of all CVM programs.

At present it seems evident that the best protection is that the

subject-matter content, the programming, and/or the audiovisuals be of

such quantity or complexity that plagiarism is thwarted by the sheer effort

necessary to appropriate such materials.
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UNIVERS TY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
College of Veterinary Med cine

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

PLATO L sson Assignment, CERL

Coordinator, PLATO Project, CVM

Request for PLATO on Space

DATE:

Request that leSson space be assigned to the College of Vete inary
Medicine for the following proposed or existing lesson:

File Name:

Lesson Title:

Subject Ma er Contributor:

Lesson Designer:

gr

Objectives of the lesson:

Proposed Plan of

otner Commen

Distribut
Orig.:
Copy 2

Copy :

PLATO Lesson Assigner, CERL
Lesson file

Programming*Author

51

Student Level:

Course No.:

Tel:

Tel:

Tel:

Contact Tel. No.:

333-7407 or 333-7467


